
GIF
Does your graphic have: areas of solid color?

type?
need a transparent background?

contain animation?
Then your saving format should be

1.

Perceptual selects colors for which the human eye has more sensitivity. What I think this means is that out of the 256 possible colors, these are the ones for which 
we have the greatest ability to discern the differences.

Selective is the Photoshop and ImageReady default option for Color Tables and produces images with the greatest color integrity. Similar to Perceptual, Selective 
concentrates on broad areas of color and attempts to use Web Safe colors as much as possible. 

Adaptive builds the best palette of colors based upon the selected image. An  image with a predominance of red for example, will have more variations of red 
than any of the other Color Tables.

Web is the Web Safe palette. All colors are composed of one or more of the 216 Web Safe colors. While the image quality is not as good as the other tables 
when  used with photographic images or images with subtle gradients, the resulting  image will appear about the same on all computer platforms.

Custom preserves the settings for the selected Color Table and does not change when the image is modified.

Mac OS uses up to 256 colors that are the default system colors on the Macintosh platform. 216 of these colors are Web Safe, the remaining 40 are not. This is  
good palette to use if you are preparing images that will only be viewed on Macintosh computers, such as on a company Intranet, with a limitation of 256 colors.

Windows same as Mac OS definition, but for windows. 

If your background will be  
transparent, make sure to turn off 
the visibility of the background layer 
(photoshop) before you choose  
optimize settings

2.

Choose GIF as  
your format.

Pick your color  
reduction method  
(see below)

reduce number  
of colors

if transparent, pick matte color

pick interlace if you want your image to load 
with progressive quality

3.

4.

File> Save for Web & 
Devices



JPEG
Is your image a Photograph?

Continuous tone only (shaded pencil drawing)
lots of gradation?

extremely critical color?
Then your saving format should be:

1.

Choose JPEG as your format.

Choose a level of quality  
(lower is better!)

To reduce file size further, increase blur 
number

pick Progressive if you want your image 
to load with progressive quality

To Optimize your file, choose File> Save for Web & Devices2.
3.

From Photoshop or Illustrator: Click Save.

In all cases, make sure file name appends with .jpg  or .jpeg4.


